Skeletal & Muscular System

Name _________________________

Clues:

DOWN:
1. Type of joint found in the shoulder and hip.
2. As one muscle ____, the other relaxes.
3. Bone is a type of ____ tissue.
4. Type of muscle that is voluntary and striated.
8. Produced by bones.
10. Occurs when a bone is forced out of its joint.
11. Only type of tissue that is able to contract.
15. Mineral found in bone; Ca.

ACROSS:
3. Flexible connective tissue that makes up our nose and ears.
5. ____ hold bones together.
6. Type of joint found in the knee and elbow.
7. Place where bones come together.
9. ____ attach bones to muscles.
12. Mineral found in bone; P.
14. Type of joint found at the base of the thumb.
16. Type of joint found in our neck.
17. Occurs when ligaments or tendons are pulled beyond their normal range.
18. Muscle tissue found in the heart.
19. Type of muscle that is involuntary and not striated.